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About the entity of Archon 
Pharah 

Message from the Editor 
  
 This issue is dedicated to Archon Pharah. This entity lived in ancient India with the 
name Pharah, where he introduced Monotheism to the world. He later lived in ancient 
Egypt, as Enoch. He is the Administrator of the Holy Spirit, the third member of the Holy 
Trinity. 

 As Light Giver and Guide of the Spiritualist Society of Athens “The Divine Light”, 
Archon Pharah has transmitted the majority of the Teachings. 
 We present Texts referring to His entity in this issue and we briefly give the history 
of the above two images.          

        The Editor 
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The Holy Spirit is impersonal 
Pharah 

6-2-1963 
The Holy Spirit, which symbolizes Enlightenment, is Impersonal. For this reason, 

I, myself, am unknown as a human physiognomy. 

I came as PHARAH; I was born in Delhi of India. Being enlightened by the sacred 
light, I followed the way to Mesopotamia, where I taught about the One and Only 
Principle of the Universe World, that is the Unknown God. 

Much later I appeared as the prophet ENOCH. As a matter of fact, I wrote works 
that are unknown to many. 

Thereafter I was assigned with the Administration of the Light. And when the 
Lord came to the Earthly World, he referred to me when he said “PARACLETE”, 
because as a human being he had to be enlightened by the Divine Principle. I, 
therefore, was transmitting to Him the commands of His Father; and when he 
pleaded to the Creator, I again intervened through the enlightenment. 

The progress, therefore, in the entities is due to the pure enlightenment, which I 
transmit wherever the Lord indicates to me. 

You, of course, have the great favor of the Spiritual World because you have the 
Light of Truth as your Leader. This will give you the true meanings of all things. This 
will guide you to the path of the Lord. This will show you how to teach and which part 
of the Texts the ignorant man, who is called wise, should learn. 

Pharah 
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Who is Archon Pharah 
Pharah 

7-10-1964 
 When people ask you, who this Archon Pharah is, you should answer:  He is the 

Light of Truth, the so-called Holy Spirit, a Member of the Holy Trinity. And since He is 
the Spirit of The Lord, He enlightens through His irradiations the spirits that have the 
direct Favor of the Lord and which spirits in turn enlighten the world of sin. 

My dear ones, all we that manage the Volitions of the First Cause have gone 
through your Earth as humans but with a Heavenly title, either that of an Angel or 
that of a Leader; except for some Angels, which remained for a purpose near the 
Lord and the First Cause, Who is Omnipresent because the First Cause is the Source 
of the soul but not of the spirit. The latter is represented by me, Archon Pharah. My 
illumination is sacred. The enlightened person sees the Truth and the Truth leads to 
Love. Thus, the Holy Trinity is completed in man and he automatically becomes a 
member of the Spiritual World. 

Archon Pharah, as I also stressed in previous Communications of mine, first 
appeared in Old India, before the appearance of Moses, and was born in Delhi. The 
society of his Land then was in the darkness of knowledge, despite the fact that 
some of his compatriots were enlightened by Angels; they had not perceived the 
meaning of the Supreme Force, however, and thus they were not able to convey the 
true picture of the dictation of Heaven. Their successors commented on everything 
and there started an emulation among them that created the foundations of their 
Religion. I, guided by the Light of the First Cause, crossed the deserts and after a lot 
of toil and effort, teaching Monotheism along the way, I reached Mesopotamia. 

There I remained; there I set the first foundation stone of the Edifice of the 
existence of the One and Only God and Creator of all. My foundations produced 
fruits to the later people and the idea of Monotheism gave new directions to the 
various inspirations of the knowledge. 

After my Ascension, I returned many centuries later as Enoch, with the order 
of the Lord that I write Works of Enlightenment, which were not to the interest of 
the Priests of that time and thus remained in the darkness of time. 

There I gave the directions to man; the quality and the correlation of the two 
qualities, male and female. There I revealed a small part of the Heavenly Mysteries, 
the purpose of the appearance of man on your Earth and many other things, which 
I cannot list due to my current work. These Works await their researcher. I will later 
give the name of the Country and the place where these exist. 
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I left Earth in a very old age and I received from the First Cause the Center of 
the Spiritual Enlightenment. When, therefore, in times difficult for humanity the 
First Cause sent His Son, the latter was not enlightened by the Father because the 
Father was not a Spirit but a Creative Force, one that is not analyzed and I had the 
Order from Him to enlighten the Son. In other words, I was a Link between Father 
and Son. 

In the last days of his life on Earth, the Son suggested to His faithful Disciples 
to be enlightened, after His departure, from the Paraclete. I was also called Holy 
Dove, not because I transform into a bird but the Scripture wanted this to be so and 
the tradition was set. When, therefore, I appear as a Dove, I take on a bright form, 
in an inexpressible way for men, so that I symbolize Peace through Enlightenment. 

Despite all the Names that attribute to me, I kept the first one, Pharah. Why? 
Because it consists of five characters*. You know what number 5 symbolizes. After 
all, the Supreme Council of the Palace has Five First Light-givers. Besides these, I am 
able, through the five characters, to endlessly give you concepts of Heaven in 
infinity. 

The name "Pharah" does not have the meaning that your modern researchers 
of the words ascribe. It has another meaning, which refers to the endless 
Knowledge of Good and Virtuous. 

Those people of the knowledge and of the ignorance, who question what has 
been said by me, I say to them responsibly: They should not ask for the help of my 
Light, since they are inside the hooks of Darkness. Let them be released of their 
bonds, so that they receive answers from me as free entities. 

            Pharah 

Who is the Administrator of the 
Holy Spirit 
Pharah 

26-3-1966 
 The Holy Spirit, as such, remained in the Sacred History without a personal 

name. Many mediums received directions from Archon Pharah, without knowing the 
Pharah and Holy Spirit are the same thing. For the first time this clarification was 
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given in this Center. It is not possible for a Spirit that manages the energy of the 
Spiritual value of man to be impersonal and not have a personal name. Only the Lord 
is impersonal. The Holy Spirit, as a Dove, symbolizes a lot of things. It is not possible 
for a bird to manage the Knowledge. For this reason, I gave the name I had as a 
human entity in the mortal world of your Earth. 

Pharah was My name and I was born in Delhi, India. I was a Monotheist. I gave 
Light through My Works to many Mystics of the time with my second name, as 
Enoch. And from Heaven I preached the Truth, for which the Lord suffered 
martyrdom through His Love to man. 

Those who philosophize should not attempt to overshadow this truth because 
they will commit the sin of infidelity. If they believe in the Holy Scriptures they 
ought to also believe in the Newer Holy Communications of Heaven. What is the 
difference between the old and the new Scriptures? It is the following: We 
complement the omissions of the old communications with the spirit of your 
today's need, without abandoning the foundation. We add explanations on certain 
phenomena of scientific interest, something we did not do in the past because the 
spirit had to be first enlightened about the One Principle of the Universe, to be 
convinced about the benefit of the whole, through Love, and then could we 
proceed to the unknown things of that time and of today. 

Pharah, my dear brethren, is the Light that the Lord emits, it is the Key of the 
Spirit, in order to guide you to the Avenue of the Christian Faith, which is called 
"Love of the Lord". 

            Pharah 

The Indian masters and their 
instruction 
Homer 

23-4-1969 
 There can be no doubt that many Western intellectuals wonder: "Are the great 

teachers of India really at the height of their teaching? And what may the result of 
these teachings be for mankind?" 

I have been qualified by the Lord to answer this question, in order to inform 
you what these teachers represent. 
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From the most ancient times, that is to say before the appearance of Moses and 
many other prophets, the cradle -1 can say this with absolute surety - of the true 
monotheistic religion was India. 

As yet there had not arisen in that country teachers of the stature of those who 
came later. For the first time in the history of the world - you will understand this 
better if I tell you that it was centuries before the great Biblical catastrophes - when 
the natives of India were still like wild and semi-wild beasts, there appeared in Delhi 
(India) the first Apostle of the Lord, well-known to you under the name of "Leader 
Pharah", who came into your World a second time, again charged with a divine 
mission, and goes by the name of "Enoch" in the Holy Bible. 

Pharah started an intensive teaching campaign among the people of his 
country concerning monotheism, and he tried to make many of his followers 
cognizant of the mysteries of Heaven, with the aim of forming a powerful and 
imposing nucleus for the Truth of the Word he taught. 

The Indian people, however, were boorish and ungrateful. A large proportion of 
the population of his country scoffed at him and demanded material proofs. 
Unable any longer to tolerate their state of deplorable ignorance, he bequeathed 
his teachings to a few of his most select followers, and he himself, with a bundle of 
dried food over his shoulder, and a staff in his hand, bade farewell to his elect, 
leaving them strict instructions, and set off for Mesopotamia, with his beloved dog 
Athor as his companion on the long journey. 

In this brief survey I shall not speak of the patience and perseverance of this 
great Messenger of the Lord on Earth, nor of his adventures. But you need to know 
that the centre founded by brother Pharah in Delhi became very influential, and in 
later centuries it was the source of the Indian Masters. 

Now that you know the origin of the great Indian Masters, I will go on to speak 
of their work. 

All those of you who are judicious and are governed by reason will understand 
that the Lord Jesus Christ taught on many other unknown aspects of the lesser 
mysteries, which the Fathers of the Church considered to be superfluous and 
omitted from the Holy Texts in case the faithful became acquainted with them and 
were led astray. This wicked act on the part of the Fathers showed their lack of faith 
in Jesus and caused them to go astray themselves, leaving the straight path and 
bringing about great evil among their flock through the constant wrangles, 
excommunications and banishmets. In this way the Fathers of the Church, instead 
of assisting in the great matter of religious feeling, did it irreparable harm. 

The same thing happened in the case of the great Indian Masters, in a milder 
form. They forgot brother Pharah's instructions and followed another course, on 
the pretext that all roads, if they are followed methodically, lead to Lord (The 
Uncreated One). 
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I do not condemn their exercises and the propagation of faith in the Great Ruler 
and their boundless love towards their followers. But they lack the divine faculty of 
judgement, and imagine that they have achieved that which is unknown in the 
West. Such thinking is called "invisible egotism". And because, being.men, this is 
implanted in them and because in imagination they celebrate the glory of their 
souls, they are deceived on many points of doctrine. 

The fact that they perform miracles through matter is no proof of the elevation 
of their souls, for the Evil Spirit can also perform miracles. 

To hold the belief that as brothers they are all equal with the Lord is the 
grossest type of inaccuracy. 

If the great Indian masters are so meritorious that they are admired for their 
reason, let them turn inwards. And let them, through the love that they so 
reverence, instruct their fellow-countrymen to open their inner eyes and see the 
true light. 

Despite their fine words, they make use of earthly knowledge in their teaching. 

Let them remember that Jesus sacrificed himself for love. What sacrifice have 
these great, good souls ever made? If you do not sacrifice yourself you do not 
become a god - and this does not mean senselessly and through folly to set 
yourself on fire! 

Their teachings are good, but whom have they benefited? It is possible that a 
few people have seen some change come about in themselves through the 
inspiration of these teachings. But this does not mean that the great Indian masters 
hold the Keys of life and death. 

Despite the education of people in the West, they are tremendously naive. All 
these teachers are saints for themselves, not for those who are in need and in pain. 

Only Jesus, unrecognised by the souls of those who cannot be saved, is your true 
brother in need, the magic balm for your pain, and the saviour of your souls. No 
one can occupy His place, the Only Begotten Son who was chosen by the Father of 
us all. 

            Homer 
[Homer’s “Man and Peace”, Teaching 124th ] 
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The Leader of Light 
Homer 

14-5-1969 
Why does the Leader of Light dictate texts which are signed "PHARAH"? Because 

as the Leader Pharah he is Divine, and therefore the texts he dictates are from the 
Highest Brotherhood. 

As Pharah he transmits his light to the Earth, wherever and whenever it is 
needed. He answers all your questions, when these are well-founded, and does not 
reply when the answer must remain unknown to mortals. This is because mortals 
are not aware of the faculty of discretion. Their discretion is flexible; they tell 
secrets to a third person in confidence, and that person does the same, so that little 
by little the secret becomes common property. 

In his function as the HOLY SPIRIT, Pharah has no personality, because he 
belongs to the Triadic Divinity which in its unity is one and the same. 

The Holy Spirit, as a limb of the Triadic Divinity, is a unifying Spirit of Love and 
Justice. 

Pharah is the Spirit of the Uncreated One and also of Christ. Thus, all Three are 
governed by the same Spirit. This is why the greatest of sins is when man 
blasphemes against the Holy Spirit out of a bad habit. It is the worst of blasphemies 
and the blasphemer is subject to the most severe punishments. 

What is the difference between the Leader Pharah and the Holy Spirit? The 
explanation is as follows: 

You are the general manager of a large business. In this business you have 
certain rules and a certain order. All the employees esteem and respect the general 
manager as the main head of the whole business. If there are friends or 
acquaintances of the general manager among the employees, they are no 
exception to the rest of them. The severity of the general manager is exemplary, 
because his position requires it. 

If the general manager says "Yes" to something, it means Yes, and if he says 
"No", it means No. The guiding mind does not deceive. 

When the general manager is at home, or outside the business, he is no longer 
so severe with his friends and acquaintances. 

A man like them, he associates with everyone, laughs, teases and jokes with 
them. 
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As the Holy Spirit, Pharah is the general manager of the Administration of Light, 
and as Pharah he is the simple and kindly general manager outside his business. I 
trust that you have understood. 

Because of his task Leader Pharah has many names as Light of Truth, 
Immaculate Light, Holy Light, Voice of Truth, Spirit of the Lord (I mean the 
Uncreated One and Christ) ect. 

On a few rare occasions he signs himself "The Holy Spirit", in order to impress 
his authority on certain people. 

The Leader Pharah is the Spiritual Sun of our souls, the supreme Star of 
Knowledge, the rudder of the Heavenly Kingdom whose captain is, of course, the 
Lord. 

Homer 
[Homer’s “Man and Peace”, Teaching 137th ] 

The Holy Spirit as the Third 
Member of the Deity 
Confucius 

18-9-1969 
 PHARAH: Dear brethren, let us not repeat what has been said years ago. 

Whoever does not know the first steps of Mathematics cannot possibly understand 
the higher ones. When you specify God as a Great Spirit, because tradition says so, 
you analyze him. You know, however, that God cannot be analyzed. As about myself, 
brother Confucius will speak, who is the most appropriate for this case. 

Pharah 

CONFUCIUS: Many faithful people have the opinion that Archon Pharah is a 
high Spirit and holds a high position. What is this position of Archon Pharah, 
though? I will tell you: He is one of the Members of the Holy Trinity. 

You know that the Holy Trinity consists of the Unknown God, Christ and the 
Holy Spirit. Therefore, the Holy Spirit has no personality? Is it something 
unspecified? Only God is unspecified. And when did the Holy Spirit appear as the 
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Third Member of the Deity? From time immemorial, when humanity was in deep 
darkness. Before the appearance of Atlantis. 

The Holy Spirit is not a bird; it was tradition that presented it as a Holy Dove. 
What the ignorant people say is of no concern to the Spiritual World. The proof of 
this is that the teaching of Monotheism started in India but at that time, the 
population of India was so much behind, that they forced the Light of Truth, in 
other words Archon Pharah, to leave his homeland, Delhi, and walk towards the 
West. Before he departed from his homeland, however, he had organized his 
followers well, who later acted as mystics and their descendants received messages 
from Heaven, from Archon Pharah, the Great Administrator of the Divine Spirit. 

Perhaps someone of you will ask: Since Archon Pharah was a great Spirit of 
Heaven, who managed this Essence when he was incarnated for a second time on 
your Earth with the name Enoch? 

I answer: Your Lord and Savior, until he returned to Heaven and took over his 
authority. When, therefore, the Lord was in the earthly World, Archon Pharah was 
transmitting to Him the commands of the First Cause. This means that the Holy 
Spirit had the total authority of the Spirit and before the Lord departed Earth, he 
had called this Holy Spirit the "Paraclete". 

Pay attention, though, because many times in some channels a Spirit with the 
name Pharah appeared and gave splendid texts that lacked a moral foundation, 
though. This Spirit, the most clever, was none else but Lucifer. 

Some of the people you know flatter themselves because they keep in their 
hands texts of Archon Pharah, unchecked, though. This is why the Divine Principle 
has annulled them. Within these texts the Heavenly Life is explained in a deceitful 
way. In some points they say that, when the entity rises the grades of knowledge 
and reaches the highest point of perfection, it is assimilated with God. The 
Perfection of God is unknown to the poor spirit of the wise man. The great Teachers 
of Heaven are of course standing in the height of the Supreme Knowledge but not 
also in the possession of the endless Divine Knowledge. 

God rules everything; He is the universal Breath, the pulse of the Universe 
World. He knows even the most insignificant movement of His beings. He gives 
directions to the most perfect Beings of Heaven and the latter, after they study His 
directions, transmit them to the Leaders or Teachers of the execution. Nothing can 
escape from the invisible eye of the First Cause. Their communication takes place 
through irradiations and the communication between Heaven and Earth is done 
through the spiritual photoluminescence. There is a tremendous difference, which 
we will see in another teaching. 

Pay attention to the texts of Heaven, which you receive; these are done by the 
supervision of the Holy Spirit, in other words of the Light-giver Archon Pharah. 
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QUESTION: You said about Archon Pharah that, as spirit, he precedes the time 
of Atlantis, when the world was in deep darkness and you reach the point when he 
appears in India where, due to the uncultivated people and their polytheism he 
leaves his homeland and turns to the West... 

ANSWER: Brother, at that time India did not have Teachers and the group of 
the faithful of the Archon cultivated the ground with attention and prudence. If 
Archon Pharah was directed to the West, he had this order from Heaven because 
the countries of the Middle East were much more advanced in knowledge and this 
was where, according to the directions of Heaven, the Savior of Humanity would 
appear in later years. Thus, everything was interwoven by the Supreme Principle. 
What the Theologians or other researchers of the spirit say is of no concern to us 
because these people are also enlightened from the other side, precisely for 
bringing confusion and discord to the spirits of people. 

When we, who talk in this way, are not heard, not from you but from the bad-
tempered and malevolent spirits of your fellowmen, we will give proofs of our 
omnipotence through matter, in order to prove to you the rightness of the Word. 

Confucius 

The origin of Monotheism 
Light of Truth 

6-3-1971 
 My dear brethren. We said that you should be impartial in your judgements. 

Do not comment upon a Text, which may have a few omissions for your more 
complete enlightenment. I say this by referring to the Great Mystic Krishna. Because 
he indeed created a Sacred Work in his era. 

Do not also forget that, if you today have Divine Enlightenment, this originates 
from the East, in other words from India. This is where the Cradle of the religious 
Enlightenments is. If you have many gods in the Indian religion, the same thing 
happens in your modern religion, as well, despite the fact that you have one God. 
These are substituted by the Saints. The Indian religion has one God: Him, Whom 
the Mystics of Ancient Greece perceived and specified, the Unknown Principle of All. 

In the following Speeches that you are about to receive from the Mystics of the 
Eastern Hemisphere there is also the so-called Buddha. And the last one to talk to 
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you is the newest of all, Yogananda, who saw, spoke with and kissed the chiton of 
the Lord. 

I also was an Indian, wasn’t I? For the first time, I will reveal to you that, as 
Pharah, I appeared on Earth 25.000 years ago. As you realize, this is not 3, 4 or 5000 
years. Since my appearance and until the time of the other Mystics, so many 
centuries passed for them to forget who I was and why I appeared on Earth. 

When I crossed barren lands and deserts, I reached Mesopotamia and there I 
found people with tiny bits of knowledge. They were still in a semi-wild state. To 
them I taught Monotheism and from them, after centuries, Moses was inspired the 
One and Only God. But before Moses I appeared once again. This time as Enoch, in 
order to strengthen the idea of Monotheism. My fight was hard but I also fought 
toughly against the obstacles and the ignorance of the people of that time. In My 
Texts, as Enoch, which were lost and one day they will be found, I write in ancient 
Egyptian My knowledge about Heaven, Earth and Man. 

Do not think that Moses was the first who taught Monotheism. The Indian 
Texts had an influence upon all religions, even upon the Laws of Manu. For this 
reason, today, with Our New Enlightenment, which Heaven organized, we aim to 
the union of the religions, their understanding in Our Teachings and the 
assimilation of the latter, and afterwards the Union of the religions, so that in the 
whole World there will exist One and True religion of God, in other words of the 
Principle, Which is Unknown and remains as such until the End of the World. From 
there on there is no reason for you to know the Plans of the First Cause. 

Today there are many Black-skinned, Yellow-skinned, Red-skinned, Dark-
skinned people, who belong to the Church of Christ. And those of the White men, 
who deny Christ because they follow dark philosophical systems, they, as religion 
renouncers will find themselves in the deadlock and they will regret bitterly. But for 
them there will be no mercy because they have destroyed infinitely many souls, 
which seek Justice from the Lord. And Justice will be the horrible punishment of 
their Conscience. It is better when the body aches and the soul is hungry and thirsty 
rather than the Conscience to be pressured and seek its freedom. 

People of the evil enlightenment have still not discovered this Source of 
Heaven, which will supply to the whole World the Pure Water of the cleansing of the 
Soul. 

One clarification: When I say: “the cleansing of the Soul”, do not have the 
impression that the soul is at fault but it is the spirit, which has subjugated the soul. 
And the pain of the soul is expressed by the spirit, and not by the soul itself, which 
is a Ray of the Divine. 

This Heavenly Light is not sent only to the good people but also to the bad 
people, so that they are enlightened and see where lies the Truth, which originates 
from Heaven and is transmitted to Earth through Our Divine Source. 
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Those who have ears, they listen; and those who have a mind, they 
understand, provided they assimilate Our Teachings for their own benefit. 

            Light of Truth 

Who is Archon Pharah 
Confucius 

28-10-1971 
 All of you, my brethren, know that there are Seven Stars in the Palace of the 

Lord. I am one of these Stars. When I say “Stars”, I do not mean like the wiseacres, 
who excelled on Earth, but the Co-workers of the Lord. And when these Co-workers 
speak, they are directly connected to Earth from the Palace of the Lord. This is called 
“Palace-communication”. I say all these to conclude with the issue of Brother Archon 
Pharah. 

Archon Pharah is known since many years ago in your country with the name 
“Pharah”. All knew that this Spirit was great but they could not suggest who it was. A 
decade ago, a Channel from another Center asked with piety to learn something 
about this Spirit and who it was. The answer was given to him: “The Spirit of the 
Lord”. For the first time in the History of Spiritualism, through the current Channel, 
it was given to everyone’s knowledge that Archon Pharah is no other Spirit than the 
known Dove, Light of Truth, Holy Spirit and the rest of the names. 

When the Lord condescends to wash the feet of His Disciples, why would this 
Spirit with the quality of Pharah not descend to where the Lord has dictated? And 
when I say, “the Lord”, I do not mean Jesus Christ but the First Cause. This little faith 
of people is a kind of bad perception of the Truth. Why would mediocre Spirits 
speak to the human race and not the Great Heavenly Ones? In other words, was 
Moses better with his egoisms, his passions and his concubines, when he received 
a Commandment from the First Cause and he forgot this, so that the 
Commandments were unfinished? 

Jesus did not dare, purposefully, to cancel the Commandments of Moses 
because he had a different order from His Father. Today, though, Heaven clarifies 
everything and overturns the wrongdoings, thus opening broad horizons to the 
human race. And when I say “Heaven”, I do not mean the spirits of stagnation and 
cunningness. I refer to the Great Spirits, whom people were not worthy of knowing 
and receive from them directions, teachings and advices. 
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Archon Pharah is the Spirit of Truth, in other words the HOLY SPIRIT. His Light 
descends with the name “Pharah”. The distinction of the names “Pharah” and “Holy 
Spirit” is known to you. In essence, it is the same Entity. It is Him, Who gives and 
retracts the spirit from man, either for testing the person or because he received 
this order from the First Cause. Do not deceive your brethren with your mistaken 
perceptions about whether it is the Spirit of Pharah that speaks to you and guides 
you so often or not. 

            Confucius 

Archon Pharah 
Pharah 

11-5-1972 
And now I will talk about Pharah. 

As all of you already know, I was born in old Delhi of India an unmentionable 
time ago, in other words before the Cataclysm, which the Holy Bible mentions. I 
was an Emissary of the Creator, not to found a religion but to enlighten about 
Monotheism. I opened the Way for the Chariot of the Lord to pass. 

In the Bible, I am mentioned in my second incarnation . I even composed 1

precious Works in ancient Egyptian. They were lost but they will be found some day. 
There I mention a lot about the Divine Principle and the future Kingdom of Heaven. 
In my first appearance on Earth, as Pharah, I died at the age of 105 in 
Mesopotamia. 

In my second incarnation, the legend says that I lived 300 years. This is 
incorrect. Also incorrect is that I was ascended in Heaven by God. All souls that die, 
be they good or bad, migrate to Heaven. And the selection is made there and they 
receive a position. 

Constantly my Work from Heaven is to enlighten. I received powers directly 
from the First Cause and I transmitted His Wills to the Lord, Who appeared on Earth 
as a plain man, to save humanity. 

After Him, I enlightened the fields of the good and the bad. The good ones 
cultivated the seed of my Light according to the Will of the Lord and the bad ones 

 Enoch was the second incarnation of Archon Pharah1
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cultivated it according to the will of Lucifer! You will ask, how? Their actions were 
totally different to what they taught! 

Five hundred years ago I gave my name, Pharah, to certain channels and they 
presented my Texts however they liked! Later, I appeared in other Communications 
with the same result, however. Some people had asked Teachings from Me, then, 
but I stopped giving them. Then the Evil Spirit appeared with the name “Pharah” 
and started to destroy the seed of my creation because men of the spirit are many 
times the most stupid of all people. The Evil One attracted them with his bright 
words! 

My dear ones, the Lord has opened this Way and appointed Me as the Guide 
of the Channel, so that I cross out all my Speeches in other Centers, even in foreign 
ones, because none of you is in a position to distinguish the original from the fake 
ones. We transmit the concepts of what we want to teach and through this Way you 
receive only the originals. 

Those who do not accept this and are stubborn in their thoughts, they are not 
worthy of being named illuminated, in other words with divine enlightenment and 
not with an earthly one. At some point, they will need your help because only from 
this Spring they will receive the Divine Water of their spiritual recreation. I will come 
back specifically on this matter. 

The Lord is not attracted by gold and by precious stones but only from 
simplicity. This is what He seeks and this is what He has as the Symbol of His Heart. 

            Pharah 
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The history behind the images 
of Archon Pharah 

Regarding the creation of these images, we briefly give the following information 
from our Society’s record Archive: 

1. Image A. Pharah at a young age. 

In July 1971, an insightful sister and member of the Society, Mary Lyra (whose 
drawings we appreciate on the covers of our magazines), captured an envisioned 
image of a sketch drawing of the form of Archon Pharah. 

Another sister, with an inclination to painting, created the respective image, 
which she presented two years later and for which a channeled communication of 
approval of similarity was received. We cite the latter, as such, on 5/7/1973: 

QUESTION: Our Archon Pharah, please tells us what you think of the work of 
sister Penelope Tsoutsoura, if it resembles You and what she must remove or add. 
We kindly thank You. 

PHARAH: Dear sister Penelope, your work is praiseworthy. You have captured 
My young age, before I departed from Delhi, India. 

If you want and you are able to, at some point you will present My Form at an 
old age. This has its meaning. I will explain it to you some other time. 
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The resemblance with My Form at that time, as you have presented me today, is 
accurate to ninety percent (90%). 

Make sure that the triangle is a precise Δ, because tradition wants it so. 

(At this point, He blessed the Painting through the Channel, saying the 
following): 

With My blessings, on you and on your brethren. 

Φ-άρος Ἀ-θανασίας Ρ-αίνει Ἀ-κτῖνας Χ-ριστιανισμοῦ 

(Ligthouse of Immortality Sprinkles Rays of Christianity) 

ΦΑΡΑΧ 

(PHARAH) 

2. Image B. Pharah at an old age. 
On 14-7-1974, following a discussion amongst members, Archon Pharah gave 

clear instructions for the creation of his own image at an old age. 

PHARAH: In the Name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, I bless you. 

I heard about my new image and I am very glad for this inspiration, because, in 
this way, a promise according to my Will is carried forward, so that you have two 
images. One will symbolise A (Alpha) and the Other will symbolise Ω (Omega). 

The creator of the Image should keep in mind that I am Old. My physiognomy is 
rather lean, dark-skinned, giving the impression of an Indian. I would prefer the Dove 
on my right shoulder and the Star at my heart. Inside the Star, the physiognomy of 
the Lord should be barely visible because, in my time I did not know the Lord. He was 
the Emissary that would come to your World. For this reason I said that, it should be 
barely visible that He is a divine face. If possible, an Olive branch of the Great 
Peacemaker should be included. 

I believe you have perceived the whole image. When it is drawn, I will tell you if 
you proceed well. Just don’t rush, so that you bring this forward to perfection. 

PHARAH 

Indeed, after a fairly long period of time, this image, too, was handed over to our 
Society by our late sister, Popi Tsoutsoura 

From the editor
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